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Abstract of the symposium
Working with cancer: a reality that was once unthinkable, but is now increasingly common. 
Therapeutic progress, demographic aging, societal expectations linked to the positive correlation 
between life expectancy in good health five years after cancer and the fact of working, all contribute to 
more and more such situations in companies. The issue is particularly crucial in the case of breast 
cancer: staying at work is complicated for both companies and employees. 
Based on these observations, the open innovation project work and breast cancer in companies led by 
the association Le Nouvel Institut from 2019 to 2022 has brought together several companies and
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 researchers in a collaborative action-research approach to generate co-learning, structured in two 
stages. First, an exploratory phase conducted in six medium-sized companies aimed at establishing an 
initial overview of the situations and issues encountered by the employees concerned,  colleagues, 
managers, employees, representatives, etc. This phase was based on the results of a survey carried out 
in association with the companies’ management teams. This phase was based on 95 individual 
interviews and 10 group interviews or focus group meetings. Then, experiments were carried out in 12 
volunteer companies on the basis of co-constructed organizational arrangements over a period of 18 
to 24 months. The analysis of the data collected during these two phases was regularly discussed with 
institutional actors and researchers within a multidisciplinary scientific committee.
The three contributions proposed in this symposium are based on the whole of this approach in order 
to suggest three complementary angles of contribution to the following questions: under what 
conditions can the actors of organizations succeed in bringing out organizational innovations allowing 
to support the maintenance at work of people affected by breast cancer? How are these innovations 
maintained over time and what can they provide?

Main implications
Organizational innovation appears to be a neglected lever for job retention. Concrete proposals will be 
discussed and are ready to be experimented to be improved and to create new knowledge in the field of 
job rentention.

Number of presentations

3

Presentation 1
The exploratory study conducted in six medium-sized companies and the experiments conducted in 
several companies reveal a diversity of return-to-work situations related to the care pathways of people 
affected by cancer.  
Each time, these are fragile (dis)balances where everyone (employee concerned, managers, colleagues, 
occupational medicine, HR representatives) is looking for their bearings, in a situation marked by 
uncertainty. Legal measures and norms exist (recognition of disabled worker status, part-time work), 
but these are partial responses that do not fully address the issue of work/illness balance. In some 
situations, arrangements emerge that allow for a lasting continuation of work; in other situations, the 
work relationship deteriorates and may lead to a rupture.  
Here, we conduct a cross-sectional analysis of situations that have been experienced positively by 
individuals in an attempt to uncover the ingredients and mechanisms that may have contributed to 
them.  
When individuals experience work and health trajectories in a positive way, we systematically find 
integrative - and therefore non-distributive - dynamics in which the constraints of all parties combine 
and articulate so that they all find a form of balance.  
These arrangements can be those of bricolages ; they can also be transgressions of the rule of law. 
These arrangements are based on the activation of forms of internal work flexibility (working hours, 
multi-skilling, project mode) that often pre-exist in the organization. They also seem to be based on the 
opening up of spaces for discussion, relationships of trust, mutual respect, and reciprocal commitment 
in the relationship.  
These are all elements that cannot be decreed, but which may have been previously established in the 
organization and in the relationship between the individual and the organization.  
The examination of the conditions of emergence of these arrangements invites us to suggest two 
major implications for organizational innovations: 
- the development of a capacity to act in a situation (Amartya Sen, 2003), i.e. enabling organizations 
(Vero and Zimmermann, 2018).  
- the framing of this capacity to act by principles of organizational justice (Greenberg, 1987). 

Presentation 2
The idea that work is a health factor and that a return to work after a long illness is an integral part of
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 the process of finding new health equilibriums plays a central role in the collaborative research 
discussed in the symposium. 
Reconfronting oneself with work and participating in work situations were posited by the research as 
being expectations at work for individuals, both for the social links and for feeling in the process of 
doing and being able to elaborate. The research focused on the possible conflict between these 
aspirations and the legal framework governing return to work. 
Basically, on many levels, work is actually disruptive in relation to legal and organizational 
arrangements on the basis of which companies operate and reconcile their performance issues with 
workers health problems. Taking work into account requires admitting that it particularly calls for 
adaptation or variability. It raises the question of the willingness of organizations and their actors to 
confront the transgressions of the rules that it reveals or calls for.
To take the example of actors such as members of HR departments or specialized ones, such as 
disability advisors, managing the process of recovery from work requires a reorganization of values, 
practices and professional references. In particular, it requires them to redefine their expertise: from an 
expertise organized around mastering the regulations, raising awareness of the legal framework and 
helping the employing organization and its members to integrate it into their practices, to an expertise 
of impetus and animation of projects related to work and organization and of federating actors willing 
to innovate. 
Benchmarks and points of support must be reconstituted: no longer an action targeting all actors, but 
one that plays on the selective and evolving perimeters of interested actors; no longer an action to 
disseminate the norm, but rather projects; more bottom-up than to-down... This also invites them to be 
strategic in the action carried out, the mechanisms to be built, the conditions of actors to be brought 
together (which allies with what power?) and to adjust the strategy according to the political support 
they have (communication or discretion...).

Presentation 3
Job retention does not begin with the return to work, and the experiences of sick leave from the point 
of view of work are very useful in shifting representations and opening up new avenues towards a 
model of work that builds health.  
In the organizations, illness has little place to be treated; its treatment is legal and involves first and 
foremost sick leave. Deeply rooted in our values, work rhymes with health: half of the people who want 
to work during their illness say they do so out of personal desire, to continue their normal life, to feel 
healthy, despite their illness. Health is not the absence of illness. However, political and social 
representations have difficulty in going beyond this representation, just as in the company, work is 
represented as a set of risks to which the person weakened by the illness would be passively exposed. 
According to these views, job retention must logically start from the risks of work and the restrictions 
of aptitude or losses due to the illness.  
The employee perspective opens us to a much more subtle reality. The experience of people working 
with or after cancer is one of variable and uncertain productive capacity. The strategies they deploy 
juggle the constraints of their work but also its resources, which are the keys to finding another way of 
performing. It is this new work regime, adapted to variability and uncertainty, that must be mobilized 
and supported within the company.  
The multiplication of individualized support systems for people to help them cope with their 
vulnerability partly reflects a lack of attention to the issues of work as a health constructor. What has 
to be changed to permit a new conventional, organizational and managerial framework? 
We will present one experiment in particular, the one of the concerted initiative reference framework for 
healthy work: it responds to this lack and supports a company policy of job retention in which the 
conditions for health-building work are discussed collectively and for each situation.

Source of funding of the study
Institut National du Cancer 
Association de Gestion du Fonds pour l'Insertion des Personnes Handicapées 
Subscription of 12 companies. 
Grant from Malakoff Humanis
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